
WHO DETERMINES 
RIGHT OR WRONG:

Ethics or Leadership?



Ethics: By Definition



AMA Code 
of Medical 
Ethics

The medical profession has long subscribed to a 
body of ethical statements developed primarily for 
the benefit of the patient. 

As a member of this profession, a physician must 
recognize responsibility to patients first and 
foremost, as well as to society, to other health 
professionals, and to self. 



ARRT 
Standard of 
Ethics

The Standards of Ethics provides proactive guidance on 
what it means to be qualified and to motivate and 
promote a culture of ethical behavior within the 
profession. 

The ethics requirements support ARRT’s mission of 
promoting high standards of patient care by removing or 
restricting the use of the credential by those who exhibit 
behavior inconsistent with the requirements.



Ethics Notes

■ Standards and behaviors can be found at all levels
– Clinical 
– Non clinical

■ All job description

■ Institutional policies and positions

■ HR may have code of conduct

■ Think about your ethical role model



Ethical Standards

WHO, AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR MAINTAINING OR HOLDING PERSONS

ACCOUNTABLE TO THESE STANDARDS?



Ethical Standards 

o The answer is 
not an easy 
one.

o We are headed 
down a 
slippery slope.



Ethical Standards

The American Board of Radiology calls ethics & 
professionalism a “fundamental contract with society”
1. Commitment to professional competence

2. Commitment to honesty with patients

3. Commitment to patient confidentiality

4. Commitment to maintaining appropriate relations w/ patients

5. Commitment to improving quality of care

6. Commitment to improving access to care

7. Commitment to just distribution of finite resources

8. Commitment to scientific knowledge

9. Commitment to maintaining trust by managing conflict 

10. Commitment to professional responsibilities



Ethical Decisions

Ethics or Leadership?

(Lievre, 2014)



Ethical Decisions

Unethical or Bullied?



The Culture of Ethics

o Research suggests that Boomers and 
Traditionalists are notably less accepting of 
unethical behavior than younger colleagues. 

o Only around one in ten (12 %) Traditionalists 
agree that they would turn a blind eye on 
witnessed misconduct to help save jobs, 
compared to over a third (35 %) of 
Millennials.



The Culture of Ethics

o Gen-Xer’s demonstrate behaviors of 
independence, resilience and adaptability 
more strongly than previous generations; 
thereby showing a little cynicism and 
distrust towards authority.



The Culture of Ethics

o Millennials are more likely to observe 
misconduct, yet are less likely to report it and 
have less experience to help them deal with it. 

o But, younger generations seem more likely to 
use tools and resources provided by ethics 
offices than their older counterparts, especially 
when they include social interaction and 
provision of support (such as helplines, 
mechanisms for seeking advice, training, etc).

http://www.management-issues.com/news/7081/ethics-across-the-generations/



Ethical Deviation…. Why?

■ Stress

■ Demands

■ Productivity

■ Tolerance
– Lack of consistency

■ Accountability

■ Complacency

■ Conflict

■ Failed leadership

■ We wait for the big one to investigate ethics



Reporting



Ethical Dilemmas

HOW DO YOU HANDLE ETHICAL DILEMMAS ON
YOUR LOCAL LEVEL?



Thinking back to that ethical role model
– Do you see them and those characteristics when you look in the mirror?



Future Topics in this On-Going Leadership Series

o WORKPLACE CULTURE

o HIRING AND RETAINING

o ACCOUNTABILITY AND TOLERANCE

o INCREASING TRANSPARENCY

o COACH UP OR COACH OUT

o BULLYING

o STRESS AND MANAGEMENT

o POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT AND WELL-BEING

o CHARACTERISTICS OF SUSTAINABLE LEADER



Services and Solutions

o Leadership Assessment

o Culture Assessment
o Safety
o Communication
o Well-Being

o Education-specific to target position
o Executive Leadership Team
o Managers/Directors
o Staff
o Human Resources

o Engagement and Buy-In Solutions

o Performance Pillars and Benchmarking
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